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About AIA Middle Tennessee 

The Mission of AIA Middle Tennessee is to be the resource elevating the 
profession of architecture and promoting quality design.

About the Academy of Architecture for Health (AAH)
The Academy of Architecture for Health (AAH) is one of twenty-one AIA 
Knowledge Communities created to connect people with others who share 
the same passions and commitments. With webinars, workshops, white 
papers, newsletters, in-person events, and active discussion boards, 
like-minded professionals will find the Knowledge Communities to be a   
valuable resource.  

The mission of the AIA Middle TN AAH Knowledge Community is to 
improve both the quality of healthcare design and the design of healthy 
communities by developing, documenting, and disseminating knowledge;    
educating design practitioners and other related constituencies; 
advancing the practice of architecture; and affiliating and advocating with 
others that share these priorities.

This award seeks to recognize an individual within the local AAH community 
who has devoted his or her life to the improvement of healthcare design and 
who exemplifies the following criteria:
• Champion for the Profession
• Advocate for the advancement of Healthcare Design
• Philanthropic Values (society)
• Betterment of the human experience and delivery of care
• Influential to those both in and out of their firm/office
• Mentor for the development of Emerging Professionals
• Leader of the Industry and Community
• Forward-thinking, Visionary and Transformative in Healthcare Design
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About the AIA Middle Tennessee AAH Lifetime 
Achievement Award



Objective 

The intent of this design competition is to create a tangible award for the 
recipient of the AIA Middle Tennessee AAH Lifetime Achievement Award.  

Applicants may enter as individuals or as teams of no more than two peo-
ple. You may submit more than one entry, however you must submit each 
entry separately.

The goal is to challenge but also encourage creative outside of the box solu-
tions, while meeting all rules and conditions contained herein.
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Design Requirements

1. DIMENSIONS: The design should be no larger than 10” tall x 6” wide x 6”
deep. 

2. DESIGN ELEMENTS: The design must include the AIA Middle Tennessee
logo. The design must also include a plaque for engraving. Beauty and cost 
for production of this award should be considered.

Submission Requirements

1. A single PDF per design entry, limited to 6 letter size (8.5x11) pages.

2. The PDF should include the following:

a. Individual/Team contact information (including full name, ad
dress, email, and main phone number(s))

b. Description of Award Design Submission (300 words max)
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c. Include any drawings, plans, renderings, etc. necessary to
illustrate the design intent of the award. Be sure to include 
all elevations and provide at least one drawing with colors 
of materials, and one with dimensions (can be the same      
drawing). If any part of the award incorporates moving parts, 
clearly illustrate specifics in the drawings and provide details 
in the description.



Submission Deadline 

Submit entries via email to natalie@aiamidtn.org no later than noon on 
March 2, 2018.

Judging

Designs will be reviewed by a panel of AIA Middle Tennessee board     
members. Any entries that do not meet the minimum requirements will not 
be judged. Winner(s) will be notified by March 30, 2018. 

By submitting an entry to the AIA Middle Tennessee, you acknowledge 
the AIA Middle Tennessee retains the copyright on any submitted material 
and reserves the right to use the material, edit the design to accommodate     
production needs in any way or format it sees fit. 
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